
How	  Sentence	  of	  the	  Week	  Works	  
From Kelly Gallagher’s Write Like This  
 
In the beginning of Gallagher’s section on the Sentence of the Week, he references research done by 
Judith Langer on effective instructional practices, especially effective skills instruction. Here is a more 
detailed summary of Langer’s work (found from her book Effective Literacy Instruction, 2002). 
 
 
The Three Patterns of Effective Skills Instruction 

Across all sites, the instructional approaches to skill instruction followed three patterns 
that we have termed separated, simulated, and integrated. 
 
Separated instruction is direct or explicit instruction, often separated from the 
context of a larger activity, primarily as an introduction, practice, or review. It is a 
lesson, exercise, or drill apart in time from larger units or meaning or use. 
 
Simulated instruction involves the application of those concepts and rules within a 
targeted unit or reading, writing, or oral language. Often these are exercises in which 
students are expected to read or write short units of text with the primary purpose of 
practicing the skill or concept of focus. These exercises are called simulated because the 
tasks themselves are specially developed for the purpose of practice. 
 
Integrated instruction takes place when students are expected to use their skills and 
knowledge within the embedded context of a larger and purposeful activity, such as 
writing a letter, report, poem, or play for a particular goal (not merely to practice the 
skill). Here the focus is on completing the project or activity well, with primary focus on 
the effectiveness of the work in light of its purpose.  This is the time when the skill or 
knowledge is put to real use as a contributing factor in the success of the work.  
 
 
Separated and simulated activities serve as ways for students and teachers to “mark” the 
skill or item of knowledge for future use, while integrated activity serves as useful 
application of a marked skill. Effective teachers used all three approaches with 
equal force, whereas typical schools (less effective) used separated skills 
instruction as their dominant approach.  
 
Gallagher’s Sentence of the Week illustrates the use of all three approaches to skills 
instruction. The key marker for effectiveness appears to be the use of integrated 
instruction to extend and reinforce separated and simulated instruction.  

 



Details on how Gallagher Uses “The Sentence of the Week” in his 
classroom: 
 

1. Monday morning students arrive to find three sentences written on the board. (These 
sentences all contain a common editing feature.) 

2. Students open to their “Sentence of the Week” (SoW) section of their Writer’s 
Notebook. 
Example:  

 
 

3. Students copy the sentences on a new page.  
4. Below the sentences, students write the heading “What do I notice?” and then list what 

they notice about the sentences. 
 

 
 

5. Students then discuss what they notice and generate the editing rule by this close 
examination and discussion of the sentences. Students are not given the rules ahead of 
time.  

6. Once the rule(s) is understood, students skip a line and write the heading, “Imitate.”  
7. The teacher models a couple more sentences in front of the class, and then ask students 

to generate three examples of their own.  



8. As they are writing, the teacher walks around the classroom checking for understanding.  

 
 
“Table Check!”—When called out, the teacher gives the tables a few minutes to finish 
and collaboratively check the sentences of their peers. The teacher then goes to a table 
and randomly checks one student’s sentences. If he or she is correct, the whole table 
gets rewarded; If the student is wrong, the whole table get’s docked. This method 
encourages meaningful collaboration at the tables.  
 

9. As students progress through the week, the teacher gives additional five-minute 
exercises to practice the editing skill.  

10. To encourage integration of this skill into their own writing, the teacher requires 
students to use the editing skill in their writing they will be doing that week in their 
writer’s notebook. Points are rewarded to students who highlight this skill in their 
notebook.  

11. After having worked on the skill throughout the week, the teacher gives a short SoW 
quiz on Friday. As part of the quiz, students have to write a passage that weaves that 
week’s skill into their writing. They also are asked to demonstrate two or three other 
skills randomly selected from previous weeks. 



Example weekly SoW quiz: 

 
 
At the end of the year in students’ writing portfolio, he gives them a checklist of all the 
editing skills worked on in the year. Students identify where in their writing portfolio 
they have used these skills. 
 
Example SoW Checklist: 

 
 
 


